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Born on 21st May, 1966, Dr. Odedina attended Lisabi Grammar School, 

Abeokuta, Ogun State from 1979 to 1984; Federal College of Agriculture, Akure 

from 1984-1986, Federal College of Agriculture, Ibadan from 1987-19889. He 

holds a M.Sc in Crop Science from Rivers State University of Science and 

Technology, Port-Harcourt and Ph.D in Crop Production from the Federal 

University of Technology, Akure. 

Dr. Odedina also holds a Postgraduate Certificate in Agricultural Education from 

Wolverhampton Polytechnic (now Wolverhampton University) United Kingdom. 

While at Wolverhampton Polytechnic, Dr. Odedina studied at the Walsaw 

Campus. His exposure to various teaching methods including how to deliver 

Agricultural skill sessions at Staffordshire College of Agriculture and Harper 

Adams College, While on teaching practice at Wolverhampton Polytechnic, has 

greatly enriched his career, and also enable him pass the knowledge and skills 

to this generation of young farmers. 

Dr. Odedina obtained a postgraduate certificate in Vegetable Science and 

Technology from Beijing Vegetable Research center, China in 2000. In 2001, he 

obtained a post PhD Certificate in Biotechnology from the Brazilian Corporation 

for Agricultural Research (EMBRAPA). 

He had a brief stint as a village extension agent with the Ogun State Agricultural 

Development Programme (OGADEP), in Ajebo Village from 1986-1987, where he 

chose to reside in the village rather than a nearby Abeokuta town. While 

working there, he facilitated the formation of farmer’s cooperative groups with 

access to loans with huge profit made from a large rice farm. The farmers were 

also coordinated to participate in a yearly Agricultural show. All these were 

achieved during his one year work experience on completion of his National 

Diploma (ND) in General Agriculture. 

He joined the services of the Federal College of Agriculture, Akure, Ondo State, 

Nigeria, on 27th September, 1990 and rose through the ranks to the position of 

Chief Lecturer in 2012. 

Dr. Odedina is a certified Master Trainer in Agricultural Value Chains from Bern 

University of Applied Science, Switzerland (June 2015); and a consultant to 

diverse international development projects and institutions which include but 



not limited to: Cassava Adding Value for Africa phase 1 (CAVA 1) project led by 

the Natural Resource institute-University of Greenwich UK AND Federal University 

of Agriculture, Abeokuta (FUNNAB). Dr. Odedina served as the National 

Productivity Adviser from 2008 to 2011, in a project that had 20,000 farmers and 

processors in Ondo and Ogun states helped out of poverty by improving the 

yield and income to more than a dollar a day. He is currently serving as a 

consultant Agronomist to the Cassava Adding Value for Africa Phase II (CAVA II) 

project to provide technical backstopping (stem multiplication and 

demonstration farms) for 200,000 smallholder farmers to sell 2million tons of 

cassava roots to make processed products such as high quality cassava flour, 

chips for animal feed and cassava starch in Nigeria, Ghana, Tanzania Uganda 

and Malawi. 

 


